
Telescopic Ladder 3.8m B-Line Item ID: 1K3.8B

PRICE 

Please login to see prices 

FEATURES 

Gross Weight: 11.60 kg

Height (with packaging): 56.00 cm

Length (with packaging): 10.00 cm

Width (with packaging): 90.00 cm

DESCRIPTION 
Fully extended length: 380cm., Rungs: 13., Folded size: 85cm x 47cm x 10cm., Weight: 9.5kg. 
German brand., Exceptional customer service. Manufactured strictly to EN131 safety standard., 
Material : Anodized aluminum., Maximum weight : 150kg., Special non-slip ribbed rungs., Very 
durable ladders which have been manufactured from high quality aluminum. The new alternative to 
conventional ladders, the telescopic ladder has many applications for both amateur and professional 
use., Unique design, the ladder opens and closes "step by step", up to maximum height, so you only 
open to the necessary height, which allows great maneuverability, especially in small spaces., 
Folded up, the ladder is extremely compact and easy to transport. Why you should buy our products 
? We use thicker gauge materials for more strength and increased stability., We specialized and 
have many years of experience in the production of a ladders and ramps., As a German brand 
company , we stand behind our products in the long term., The highest quality aluminum guarantees 
the robustness and longevity of our products. WORHAN Single Telescopic Ladder *** C-line : quality 
single telescopic ladders that meet all safety requirements and best suited for amateur use. *** B-line 
: simple telescopic ladders that meet all safety requirements. It has additional stabilizers which 
provide a much higher stability during use.*** A-line : the highest quality telescopic ladders we 
manufacture. In the production phase, emphasis has been placed on safety, durability and maximum 
stability improvement especially when working at height. We recommend it for daily use to 
professionals and amateurs. Integrated safety devices and stabilizer bar.
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